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Ramp-Rate Effects on Transient Enhanced Diffusion
and Dopant Activation
M. Y. L. Jung, R. Gunawan, R. D. Braatz, and E. G. Seebauerz

Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801, USA

Use of high ramp rates~.400°C/s! in rapid thermal annealing after ion implantation leads to experimentally observed improve-
ments in junction depth and the reverse narrow-channel effect. However, a straightforward explanation for this effect has been
lacking. Via modeling, we find that increasing the heating rate permits clusters with dissociation energies lower than the maximum
of 3.5-3.7 eV to survive to higher temperatures. This improved survival delays the increase in Si interstitial concentrations near the
top of an annealing spike, which decreases the profile spreading.
© 2003 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1627354# All rights reserved.
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Forming extremely shallow pn junctions in Si-based microe
tronic logic devices is becoming increasingly critical as device
mensions continue to diminish. Ion implantation technology
junction formation is limited in part by transient enhanced diffus
~TED! of dopants during postimplant rapid thermal annea
~RTA!, often leading to significant spreading of the original dop
profile.

Several years ago there appeared experimental evidence t
creasing the ramp rate,b, of the ‘‘spike’’ profile conventionally use
for annealing up to 400°C/s or more, could improve junction d
Xj , leakage current, and other device metrics.1 While immediately
subsequent literature seemed divided over the efficacy of
procedure,2,3 the debate probably originated from varying conditi
of preamorphization, implant energy and dose, and other fa
Very recent results4 using specialized techniques for achiev
b ; 104°C/s have confirmed the improvements originally claim
However, to our knowledge, no straightforward and reliable ex
nation for the improvement has been published. Such understa
is important for predicting what will happen as technological in
vations push heating rates up to very large values, as in lase
nealing and related techniques.4

This paper seeks to explain the benefits of fast ramping thr
modeling that employs a firmly grounded set of rate param
developed in our laboratory5,6 by maximum likelihood~ML ! estima-
tion together with an analytical model7 that describes the size d
pendence of the dissociation energies for interstitial clusters.

Comparison of Simulations and Experiment

Calculations were performed using the profile simul
FLOOPS 2000.a,8 This simulator solves the coupled mass bala
equations for interstitials, vacancies, and clusters. These equ
have the general form for species j

]Nj

]t
5 2

]Jj

]x
1 Gj @1#

whereNj denotes concentration andG a net generation rate. The fl
J comprises terms due to both diffusion and drift in respons
electric fields. The electric fields are obtained by solution of P
son’s equation. FLOOPS was implemented with the rate expres
and parameters shown in Tables I and II together with no-flux
face boundary conditions for all speciesb,9 and no surface ban
bending. Concentrations of charged interstitial B and Si sp
were computed according to Fermi statistics as desc
elsewhere.10

z E-mail: eseebaue@uiuc.edu
a Mark E. Law of the University of Florida and Al Tasch of the University

Texas/Austin.
b No-flux boundary conditions represent an approximation that suffer deficienc

discussed in Ref. 17. However, in the regime of the simulations, the conclusi
this paper are insensitive to the details of these conditions.
-

.

g

-

s
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Due to the number of cluster species that can be tracke
FLOOPS 2000, cluster sizes were limited to four atoms for pu
and Si clusters and five for mixed B-Si clusters. The entire dist
tion of cluster dissociation energies has been captured in the p
model by equating the size 5 dissociation energy to that of the
interstitial clusters~;3.5-3.7 eV!. That model telescoped the en
cluster dissociation cascade into a computationally manageab
of events. According to a detailed parameter sensitivity analysi
appears elsewhere,6 the junction depth and degree of boron act
tion were not sensitive to the dissociation energy of size 5 clu
but rather to the dissociation of intermediate-sized clusters.
finding, together with experimental observations from spike RT
sub-keV implanted wafers indicating that large clusters do
form,11 suggests that the limitation on cluster size does not im
serious restrictions on physical interpretations drawn from the s
lation.

Initial conditions on the profiles for Sii were set to track the loc
concentration of total boron. For total boron we employed ex
mental as-implanted profiles as initial conditions, with a fixed f
tion of one-fifth of the total boron in substitutional sites, in acc
with the suggestion of Caturlaet al.12 and Kobayashiet al.13 Figure
1 shows a typical annealing program employed.

Figure 2 shows the experimental profiles; junction depths
creased from 63 to 54 to 49 nm for heating rates of 25, 150
350°C/s, respectively. Downeyet al. obtained similar results for
comparable set of conditions.14

Simulation profiles also appear in Fig. 2, with junction de
decreasing from 75 to 53 to 50 nm for increasing heating rates
150, and 350°C/s, respectively. Most of the decrease took pla
the lower heating rates; increasingb above 150°C/s provided litt
additional improvement. Manninoet al.15 also reported diminishin
improvement above 100°C/s using delta-doped B superlat
while Agarwal et al.16 showed no improvement of the juncti
depth above 150°C/s through simulations. Figure 3 shows this
for the change in the junction depth as well as a degree of b
electrical activation~i.e., fraction of boron in substitutional site!
integrated over the profiles. Activation decreased with increasib.
As with junction depth, most of the change took place at lo
heating rates.

Although the simulations capture the qualitative trends and m
quantitative features of the profiles, there is a nontrivial quantit
discrepancy between the simulation and experimental profile
b 5 25°C/s. We speculate that the difference arises from our u
a perfectly reflecting surface boundary condition. This cond
does not quite hold in reality;17 some interstitials are absorbed a
free surface or Si/SiO2 interface. Removal of Si interstitials is w
known to reduce the degree of profile spreading, so the experim
profiles should exhibit less spreading than profiles simulated us
perfect-reflector boundary condition. The overestimation shou
more pronounced for lower heating rates because Si interstiti
experiments have longer times to escape to the surface.
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Explanation of Heating Rate Effects

In previous publications,5,6 we showed that diffusion of boro
observed in TED is most likely mediated by motion of free Bi ~as
proposed in early work18,19! rather than motion of small complex
such as (Bs 2 Sii) or (Bs 2 Bi). In Ref. 7 we offered strong ev
dence that boron exchange with lattice sites~mediated by interstitia
Si! is the primary mechanism by which motion of free Bi is ham-
pered, as opposed to accretion onto nondissociated clusters.
this exchange mechanism dominates, boron moves while it is
interstitial ~slightly impeded by exchange with the (Bs 2 Sii) com-
plex!, but is rapidly immobilized when (Bs 2 Sii) releases Sii. The
trapped boron atom can move again only after lengthy perio
waiting for association with another free Si interstitial. The t
constant describing this waiting period7 is (kassoc@Sii#)

21, where
kassocdenotes the rate constant for the association reaction be
Bs and Sii. During the second or so that the temperature rem
within about 50°C of the top of a 1050°C spike in conventio
RTA, liberation can take place several hundred times. By defi
tmax as a characteristic time over which the wafer remains nea
peak temperature, the number of liberation events can be esti

Table I. Activation energies for interstitial diffusion and cluster ass

Reaction Symbola

Bi diffusion Ediff,Bi
Sii diffusion Ediff,Sii
Bi 1 Sis → (Bs 2 Sii) Eki

Bm 2 Sin 1 Bi → Bm11 2 Sin, n,m > 0d Eassoc,B

Bm 2 Sin 1 Sii → Bm 2 Sin11 , n,m > 0d Eassoc

a For clarity in focus on cluster effects, the present work uses slightly
are given here, the latter symbol appears in Ref. 5.

b ML 5 Maximum likelihood estimation.
c The pre-exponential factor for this diffusion has been assumed to3
d For m > 1, one of the boron atoms is presumed to be substitutiona

is assumed to obeym < 2. ~No pure boron clusters larger than dime
e The pre-exponential factor for this association reaction has been

interstitials recombine, the stochiometric factor of 2 has been negl

Table II. Activation energies for cluster dissociation.a

Composition
Cluster

size
Species
liberated Symbo

Pure B 2 B E2,B
Pure Si 2 Si E2

3 Si E3
4 Si E4
5 Si Elarge

Mixed B-Si 2c B E2,mix→B 5 E
2e Si E2,mix→Si 5 E
3 B E3,mix
3 Si E3,mix
4 B E4,mix
4 Si E4,mix
5 B Elarge,mix
5 Si Elarge,mix

a All pre-exponential factors are assumed equal to 63 1012 s21.5
b ML 5 Maximum likelihood estimation.
c This represents the kick-out reaction (Bs 2 Sii) → Bi 1 Sis.
d ML method in Ref. 5 yielded 1.05 eV. The value in the table is calc

discussed in text.
e This represents the dissociation reaction (B2 Si ) → B 1 Si .
s i s i
n

n

d

from the ratio oftmax to the characteristic time (kassoc@Sii#)
21 for the

association reaction. Then the degree of profile spreading c
estimated from Ref. 7

x2 5
6Ddiff,Bi

kki
kassoc@Sii] tmaxS 1 2 b

b D @2#

where kki and Ddiff,Bi
represent respectively the rate constant

kick-in and the diffusion coefficient for Bi hopping. The branchin
ratio b describing the pathways for the dissociation reactio
(Bs-Sii) to form Bi and Sii is given by

b 5
r ~Bs 2 Sii! → Sii 1 Bs

r ~Bs 2 Sii! → Sii 1 Bs
1 r ~Bs 2 Sii! → Bi 1 Si

@3#

During heating, interstitial silicon is produced mainly by the
sociation of clusters. Because there is no lattice reservoir foi
equivalent to that for Bi ~because the lattice holds primarily Si
oms!, most Sii diffuses rapidly over large distances. Thus, sp

n.

Activation
energy
~eV! Reference Methodb

0.37 6 0.04c 5 ML
0.72 6 0.03c 5 ML
0.50 6 0.1 5 ML
0.37 6 0.04e 5 Assumed5 Ediff,Bi
0.72 6 0.03e 5 Assumed5 Ediff,Sii

nt notation than related publications from this laboratory.5 Where two symbols

3 cm2/s.5

o,ndn must obeym 1 n > 2 andm 1 n < 4. Finally, if n 5 0, thenm
m.
med to be 33 10210 cm2/s,5 regardless of cluster size. Also, if two free Si
.

Activation
energy
~eV! Reference Methodb

1.706 0.07 6 ML
1.416 0.03 6 ML
2.2 6 Linear interpolation
3.0 6 Linear interpolation
3.7 6 0.1 6 ML
0.50 6 From dopant activatiod

0.596 0.06 5 ML
2.2 6 Assumed5E3
2.2 6 Assumed5E3
3.0 6 Assumed5E4
3.0 6 Assumed5E4
3.5 22 DFT
3.5 22 DFT

d from published data for dopant activation~equivalent to solid solubility! as
ociatio
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profiles for @Sii# are flat compared with most other species in
implanted system.7 During the main spike,@Sii# rises dramaticall
throughout the profile because of~i! increasing release rates fro
clusters~due to the larger average number of Si atoms per cl
and the larger number of stoichiometric permutations of mixed
ters!, and (i i ) decreasing net capture rates due to the decre
total number of clusters. The increase in@Sii# permits the profile
spreadingx in Eq. 2 to grow.

Clusters come in many sizes ranging up from two. The activa
energy for cluster dissociation exhibits significant size depend
as reviewed in Ref. 6. For example, initial dissociation events
have activation energies ranging from 1.4 eV for Si dimers up to
eV for large Si clusters. The number of dissociation pathways
tween these extremes is large if compositional and structural iso
including boron are taken into account. Therefore, it is plausib
describe these pathways using a nearly continuous distributi
dissociation energies. Whatever the cluster size, the dissociatio
constant exhibits a strong exponential variation with tempera
Thus, during a ramp, the clusters can be categorized as be

Figure 1. Typical temperature program for simulated spike anneals.~1! tem-
perature stabilization between about 400 and 660°C,~2! main spike with
b 5 150°C/s, ~3! maximum temperatureTM 5 1050°C, and~4! radiative
ramp-down, initial rate of 64°C/s. In simulations,b was varied between 2
and 350°C/s.

Figure 2. Experimental and simulated boron profiles as a function of he
rate. The wafers cooled largely by free radiation immediately after rea
Tmax. The junction depth is defined as the distance from the surface at
the total boron concentration reaches 1018 atoms/cm3.
,

s

f
e

n

three classes: almost fully dissociated, presently dissociating
not yet dissociated. At any given temperature, only the class i
‘‘presently dissociating’’ class contributes significantly to interst
release.

This kinetic situation has been treated extensively in the li
ture in the context of gas desorption from surfaces. Several as
tions are required to translate those results into a useful quant
description in the present case. First, dissociation must occur
equivalent of a single step. This assumption is satisfied be
release of the first atom from a cluster has by far the highest
vation energy, so that the subsequent dissolution cascade i
rapid. Second, interstitial reassociation with the most actively d
ciating clusters must be neglected. Satisfaction of this assum
can be determined by simple arguments derived from the da
Tables I and II, and confirmed by the fact that the size 5 clu
concentration in simulations did not increase appreciably durin
dissociation of smaller clusters. Third, the distribution of disso
tion energies must be wider than 1.5 kT. Since kT; 0.1 eV at 1300
K and the distribution of dissociation energies has a standard d
tion on the order of 1 eV, this condition is easily met. A cle
closed-form analytical expression can be obtained20 connecting eac
temperature in a linear ramp with the dissociation energyE* of the
most active dissociating species

~E* /kT 2 1/2!exp~E* /kT 2 1/2! 5 nT/b @4#

wheren is the pre-exponential factor for dissociation, which sho
typically lie near the Debye frequency andb is the heating rate. F
simplified calculation ofE* , this transcendental expression can
replaced by the analytical expression21

E* /kT 5 1/2 1 Y 2 ln Y 1 ~ ln Y!/Y 2 ~2 2 ln Y!~ ln Y!/~2Y2!

@5#

where Y [ ln(nT/b). The approximation has negligible error
order of @ ln Y/(Y)#3, which is 1.53 1023 for a typical value ofY
near 30.

Increasing the heating rateb raises the temperature at wh
clusters with a given value ofE* actively dissociate. IfE* is speci-
fied, the magnitude of this effect can be estimated in a local re
aboutE* by taking the derivative of Eq. 4 and rearranging to ob

dT

db
5

T

b S E*

kT
2

1

2D
S E*

kT
2

1

2D 1
E*

kT S E*

kT
1

1

2D @6#

Figure 3. Simulated and experimental changes in junction depth as w
simulated changes in electrical activation (Bs /Btot) for conditions corre
sponding to data in Fig. 1.
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If E* /kT @ 1, which is true during TED, this simplifies to

dT/db 5 kT2/bE* @7#

which makes the dependency on temperature and dissociatio
ergy much clearer. ForE* 5 3.0 eV and b 5 25 K/s ~where
T 5 874°C5 1147 K!, Eq. 6 yieldsdT/db 5 1.4 K/~K/s!. That is,
raising the heating rateb by 1 K/s causes the temperature at wh
the clusters of dissociation energyE* are most active to increase
1.4 K.

BecausedT/db depends uponb, the differential equation repr
sented by Eq. 6 is more useful for practical calculations in integ
form. A particularly simple form can be obtained by recogniz
that, for the range of kinetic parameters of interest in standard
thermal processing,E* /kT typically lies near 30~within about 5%!.
This result is quite general in many fields of kinetics. The nume
value of 30 follows primarily from the general magnitude ofn ~near
an atomic vibration frequency of 1012 s21! and b ~within a few
orders of magnitude 10 K/s!. The weak dependence ofE* /kT on n
andb keepsE* /kT in this vicinity over a surprisingly wide range
conditions. With this approximation, Eq. 6 can be integrated
constantE* between two heating ratesb1 andb2 to yield the fol-
lowing expression

T2 /T1 ' ~b2 /b1!1/32 @8#

In the example just given, Eq. 8 predicts that the temperature w
E* 5 3.0 eV dominates the dissociation rate should increase
1147 K atb 5 25 K/s to 1213 K5 941°C atb 5 150 K/s. In fact
this result lies within one degree of the exact result given by E

Effects on profile spreading.—The above numerical examp
gives the key to understanding why increasing heating rate s
reduce TED. Figure 4 shows concentrations of Sii and clusters hav
ing size four~i.e., pure Si and mixed B2 Si) as a function ofT for
two heating rates, 25 and 150 K/s. Based on ML estimation, the
four clusters were assigned a dissociation energy of 3.0 eV.6 Notice
how the concentration of these clusters begins to decline sub
tially at roughly 875°C forb 5 25 K/s, but is delayed to abo
950°C forb 5 150 K/s. Higher heating rates delay the dissocia
even further.

Computational constraints7 limit the size of the clusters that the
simulations can employ to five. In light of these considerations
results of Fig. 4 should not be interpreted to mean that the
something magical about size four clusters. The important po
that there exist clusters that dissociate with energies only sli
below the maximum dissociation energy of 3.5 to 3.7 eV tha
characteristic of very large clusters. Near the top of the spike
large clusters with dissociation energies at or near 3.5 to 3.
remain, and their fairly wide spacing permits many interstitial
roam freely before accreting onto them. Increasingb permits clus
ters with dissociation energies significantly lower than this lev
survive to higher temperatures. This improved survival helps re
@Sii# both by slowing the release of interstitials by cluster disso
tion, and by increasing the net rate of interstitial accretion
clusters. Figure 4 shows that the rise in concentration of Sii is there-
fore delayed. This, coupled with the longer time a wafer spends
the peak temperature at lower heating rates, means that highe
ing rates expose the diffusing profile to large concentrations oi
for less time, and therefore decrease the profile spreading as
by Eq. 2.

Increasingb brings diminishing returns~Fig. 3!, especially asb
begins to greatly exceed the initial cooling rate. Moreover, Fi
also shows that, after the maximum temperature is reached, Si con-
centration follows temporal profiles that are largely independe
b. Thus, exposure of the profile to Sii cannot be readily chang
through variations inb alone, and profile spreading becomes lim
by the cooling rate.
-

-

r
t-

n

Effects on dopant activation.—Boron becomes electrically acti
by entering lattice sites via the (Bs 2 Sii) complex and then relea
ing Sii. As mentioned above, an individual boron atom mo
through various lattice sites several hundred times near the
maximum. The activation energies governing these exchange
low, 0.5 to 0.6 eV,5 meaning that the temperature dependenc
small. However, asT decreases during cool-down, the rapidly
clining release rate of interstitials from clusters, combined with
fast diffusion of Si interstitials to the surface or into the bulk, se
to decrease interstitial concentrations throughout the profile.
the exchange rate of boron with lattice sites decreases corres
ingly, becauseBs must capture Sii in order to escape the lattice.
shown in Fig. 4,@Sii# drops one to two orders of magnitude
800°C, causing the time constant for Bs release to increase abo
one second. By this point, Bs has in effect frozen into the lattice
roughly the concentration it achieved near the top of the spike
total number of boron atoms activated throughout the profile
creases asb increases mainly because the profile spreading
creases. Almost all boron that moves due to profile spreadi
activated, so increased spreading merely removes boron fro
inactive clustered form near the surface and moves it into a
form deeper in the bulk. This effect explains most of the trad
between junction depth and boron activation that is well known
whose essence is captured in Fig. 3.

Figure 4. Concentrations of Sii and clusters having size four~i.e., pure S
and mixed B-Si! as a function ofT for two heating rates in the simulations
Fig. 1. Concentrations are averaged over 10 to 40 nm in the bulk,
sponding to the region where most TED takes place. Qualitative beha
the same throughout the profile. Concentration of Bi tracks that of Sii but is
roughly three orders of magnitude lower. Increasing the heating rate d
the dissociation of size four clusters from roughly 870°C to roughly 94
in accord with Eq. 4 and 5. The rise in concentration of Sii is therefore
delayed. This fact, coupled with the longer time a wafer spends near th
temperature at lower heating rates, means that higher heating rates
the diffusing profile to large concentrations of Sii for less time.
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